A new class of -convex functions called --functions, -Young functions, -strong Young functions and -Orlicz functions are introduced by relaxing the definitions of -functions, Young functions, strong Young functions and Orlicz functions. Then, new classes of -Orlicz spaces and -Orlicz-Sobolev space will be defined.
. So, is --function but is not -function since for -a.e. ∈ ℝ, ( , ) is not even. Moreover, for each ∈ [0, ∞), ( ( , )) is a -measurable function of on Ω. ■
4.Relationships between -convex functions
In this section, we generalize the theorems in [8] to the -ones and follow the same way to prove them to consider the relationship between --function function, -Young function, -strong Young function and -Orlicz function. 
Applications and Results
We can define the -Orlicz spaces by generalize the concept of the Orlicz spaces using the concept of the -convex functions And the -Orlicz-Sobolev space ( ) (Ω, Σ, ) generated by ( ) is the space of all functions ∈ Ω such that and its distributional (weak partial) derivatives up to order are in the -Orlicz space ( ) (Ω, Σ, ). That is, 
